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In a previous paper some examples of maximal Abelian subalgebras 
in a class of hyperfinite type III factors were constructed [ 131. 
However, certain questions, in particular that of whether these factors 
contain singular maximal Abelian subalgebras, were left open. In 
view of the papers of Takesaki [ 151 and Dixmier [7], this question is 
relevant to the study of representations of C*-algebras. In the present 
paper, this question is answered in the affirmative; in fact, slightly 
more is proved, namely that any nontype-I infinite tensor product of 
factors of type I (ITPFI) contains a simple, and hence a singular, 
maximal Abelian subalgebra (Theorem 1). That this is the case for 
the hyperfinite II1 factor has been pointed out by Takesaki [15; 
Section 51. As an application of Theorem 1, a result of Dixmier 
([7; Corollaire 21) concerning measures on the dual of a separable 
nontype I C*-algebra is improved on. 
Let Q? be a von Neumann algebra acting on a separable Hilbert 
space &. Suppose that ,G@ is an Abelian subalgebra of CY which is 
*-isomorphic to L”(r, p), where r is a standard Bore1 space and p is a 
positive Bore1 measure on r (for the notion of a Bore1 space, see [lo]). 
Recall that 4 is said to be a singular subalgebra of a if it is maximal 
Abelian in 0! and if all unitaries U in Q? satisfying UJ?U* = J&’ 
already lie in A. Let 2I be a separable C*-algebra with a representation 
n on %’ such that ~(21)’ = G?. The decomposition of 7~ with respect 
to J.&’ gives a p-measurable field y 
Cu such that rr and Jr0 
4 n(r) on r of representations of 
m(y) &(y) are equivalent [6; ThCoreme 8.3.21. 
In the terminology of Takesaki ([15; Definition 2.1]), 4 is called a 
simple subalgebra of Q? if there exists a Bore1 subset N of I’ with 
p(N) = 0, and such that 7r(r1) and +,) are inequivalent whenever 
y1 , y2 E r - N and y1 # y2 . This definition is justified in [15; 
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Section I], i.e., it is shown that if the condition holds for a particular 
r P PL, 2l, rr as described above, then it holds for all such r, p, 2l, 7r. 
Let [JI, J?, G, g + U,] be a C-system with X’ separable and G 
discrete, countable, and Abelian. Recall that this means that &I is 
a maximal abelian von Neumann algebra on the Hilbert space X, 
that G is a group, and that g --+ U, is a unitary representation of G on 
Z such that U,JYU,* = J& for all g E G. The system will be called 
(i) free, if JZ n &U, = (0) for all g E G - {e>, 
(ii) ergodic, if 4 n (U, : g E G}’ = @(,X’), and 
(iii) strongly ergodic, if ME J&’ and U,MU,* = O,M for all 
g E G and some family (e,),,, of complex numbers imply that 
ME C(S). 
Let L be the left regular representation of G, and for each g E G, let 
6 be the characteristic function of {g} in Z2(G). Furthermore, let 
a[&‘, X, G, g -+ U,] = cpl denote the von Neumann algebra on 
Z @ Z2(G) generated by the *-algebra of all finite linear combinations 
of operators of the form MU, @L, , M E J?’ and g E G. Finally, 
define unitary operators V and W on 8 @ Z2(G) by the relations 
V(x @ 4) = u,x @ E, 
W(x @ cfo = u,*x @ c& 
for all x E Z and g E G. Then W = W*, WCTW = Q!‘, and 
V* W(MU, @ Lg) WV = MU, @ Lg-l (1) 
v*(u,@L,)v=I@L, (2) 
for all M E & and g E G. (For a detailed account of this construction, 
see Dixmier [5; pp. 127-1371). Let r and p be the dual group of G 
and its normalized Haar measure, resp. The Plancherel theorem and 
[5; p. 153, Corollaire] allow the identification of X @ Z2(G), 
‘MU, @L, , and {I @L, :g E G}” with .I? Z(Y) 444, Y - r(h-lj MU,, 
and the diagonal algebra, resp., where%‘(y) = % for each y E I’andg, 
h E G and M E &I are arbitrary. Let M,, be a norm-separable sub-C*- 
algebra of JI which contains I and is weakly dense in A, and let 2l be 
the C*-algebra on &? @ p(G) generated by the MU,, @L,+ , M E A!, 
and g E G. Then [using (1) and (2)] % is a separable C*-algebra weakly 
dense in (V*O!V)’ and {I @L, : g E G}” is an Abelian subalgebra of 
V*OlV. This is precisely the situation of the previous paragraph, with 
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r the identity representation. It is now clear that the n(y), y E r, can 
be chosen so that 
for all M E ,K, and g E G (cf. the proof of [6; Lemme 8.3.11). 
PROPOSITION. Retain the notation of the previous paragraph, and 
supposethat [A, X, G, g + UJisergodic. Then JV = {U, @L,: gEG}” 
is a maximal Abelian subalgebra of 07. Moreover, the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) X is a simple subalgebra of Q! 
(ii) ..V is a singular subalgebra of GZ 
(iii) [a, Z, G, g -+ U,] is strongly ergodic. 
Proof. Recall that for each A E @ and g E G, the operator A, on Z 
which is defined by 
M&Y) = wu,*x 0 a, Y 0 47;) 
(x,y E S-P) belongs to J&Z ([5; p. 1291, [13; section 21). Let an 
A E JV’ n C!? be given. Then for fixedg, h E G and arbitrary x, y E Z’, 
(A,~,Y) = KU, O-L)* A(U, OL)(U~*X 0 &P,),Y 0 6) 
= (A(u,*u~ 0 4, U,Y 0 4w) 
= (Jug* u,x 0 41, U,Y 0 4) 
= (A,U,x, U,Y) 
= (&*A UA Y), 
so that A, = Uh*A,U, . By ergodicity, A, E C(X) for each g E G, 
and therefore ([13; Lemma 2.31) A E N. As JV is obviously Abelian, 
this shows that Jr is maximal Abelian in Q!. 
(i) s (ii) This is due to Takesaki [15; Theorem 4.11. 
(ii) 3 (iii) Let M be a nonzero operator in 4 such that 
U,MU,* = 6,&V for all g E G and some family (0r,)BEG of complex 
numbers. Then 
U,MM*U,* = u,Mu,*u,M*u,* = 1 eg 12 MM* = MM* 
for all g E G, and therefore (by ergodicity) MM* = olI for some a > 0. 
Hence M may be assumed to be unitary. Now 
(M@I)*(U,@L,)(M@I)= M*U,MU,*U,@L,= e,U,@L, 
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for all g E G, and thus (M @ I)* Jr/-(& @ I) = JV. As J’ is singular, 
M@IEM. That ME@(%) now follows from [13; Lemma 2.31. 
(iii) * (i) Suppose that yr , yz E I’ and that T is a nonzero operator 
on YE such that rr( g) TMU, = y2( g) MU,T for all ME J%‘,, and 
g E G. Takingg = e, it follows that T E .A,’ = &‘. Now with M = I, 
(iii) implies that T E C(z). But then yi = yz , and therefore the z(y), 
y E r, are mutually inequivalent. Consequently V*,KV is a simple 
subalgebra of V*Q?V or, equivalently, J’ is a simple subalgebra of a. 
A special case of the following lemma is well-known, namely when 
M is a type 11i factor, G the group of inner automorphisms of A, 
and w a trace on A. In the proof of Theorem 1 the lemma is used for 
the case in which ,4? is Abelian. 
LEMMA 1. Let G be a group of *-automorphisms of a von Neumann 
algebra A?‘, and let w be a nonzero normal G-invariant state on A%‘. 
Suppose that A? has no minimal projections and that the only operators 
of AJixed under every cx E G are the multiples of the identity. Then for 
each projection E E A’, the range of w restricted to those projections in J 
majorized by E is [0, w(E)]. 
Proof. Let A11 denote the nonzero projections in .M. Observe 
that sup,,o al(E) = I for any E E AP . By standard arguments it 
can be shown that w is faithful; that inf w(d,) = 0; and that if 
E, F E J@~ and w(E) > w(F), then there is an F’ E dP such that 
F’ < E and w(F’) = w(F). Let E, E dP be given, and suppose that 
for some a,, E [0, w(E,,)], a, $ {w(E) : E,, > E E A$‘~}. Set 
a = inf(w(E) : E, > E E A%‘~, w(E) > aO}. 
Then w(E) = a for some E E dP with E < E,, . But then an F E A$?, 
with F < E and a, < w(F) < a can be found. But this is a contra- 
diction. 
At this stage, the construction which will lead to a proof of 
Theorem 1 can be described. Let d be the set of all those functions 
cx from the integers 2 into (0, l> such that a(n) = 0 for all but finitely 
many n E Z. Furthermore, let i be a fixed but arbitrary positive integer. 
Define J@ to be the Hilbert space Z2(4) and @p,i to be the characteristic 
function of {a} in zi, Q: E d. Then for each n E Z, define operators 
Fc’ and lJ2’ on .P by 
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for all N E il, where an and ncy are the functions in d defined by 
llz 4 6,,,, (1 -- 201(m)) + a(m) and m --f ~(WZ - n), resp. Finally, set 
&fyi = {F,j’) : n E 21”. Then ([ 13; Section 31) QO’ is cyclic and separating 
for JP, [JZi, X’, 2, n -+ UC)] is a free and ergodic C-system, and 
ni = 6qA’, Z’, 2, n ---t UC’] is a factor of type III with a cyclic trace 
vector Go” @ E,, . Moreover, since 2 is Abelian, @ is even hyperfinite 
PI. 
LEMMA 2. For each positive integer p, 
[ 
D 9 
(fj) di, @ Xi, Z(p), n --f @ U$j,z;)i, (3) 
i=l i=l i=l 1 
is a strongly ergodic C-system, where Z(p) is the group of all functions 
from {l,..., p> into Z under pointwise addition. 
Proof. The conditions for (3) to be a C-system are easily verified. 
Suppose that for some nonzero RI E &=r J&P and some f3 : Z(p) -+ @, 
for all n E Z( p). Let n(p) be the set of all functions from {l,..., p> 
into d, and set 
p(a) = 
( 
M& @i, 6 @cij 
i=l i=l 1 
for each a EL(P). On applying both sides of (4) to &‘=, Qoi, one 
obtains 
f(4 = e(n) fk4 (5) 
(n E Z(p), a E d(p)) where (na)(i) = n(i) a(i). Notice that each 0(n) 
is of modulus one and that (na : n E Z} is infinite unless a = 0. 
Therefore, as p is square-summable, (5) implies that p(a) = 0 unless 
a = 0. Since &=r @ai is separating for @y=‘=, JP M must be a multiple 
of the identity. 
LEMMA 3. For i = 1, 2 ,..., let xi be a unit vector in S-P, and let 9 
be the canonical embedding of 6P into GY = @tI (@, xi @ 8,). Then 
Jv = {@P @L li ). n . n E 2 and i = 1, 2 ,... 3” 
is a simple maximal Abelian subalgebra of 02. Moreover, LZ has an outer 
automorphism. 
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Proof. Set &? = &i (Zi, a+) and J&’ = @y=, @Vi, ~8). Let 2” 
be the group (under pointwise addition) of all those functions n from 
(1, 2,...} into 2 such that rz(;) = 0 for all but finitely many i. For each 
nez*, set U, = ny=, fi( @&) (this product is well-defined, since 
the factors commute and all but a finite number are equal to the 
identity). Then [A, &, Z*, n -+ U,] is a free and ergodic C-system 
and there is a spatial isomorphism of 0’ onto a[&, J?, Z*, n -+ U,] 
which carries JV onto {U, @L, : n E Z*>” (this follows from 
[3; Section 41, since Bures [4; Section 71 has shown that freeness and 
the property (F) of [3; Definition 4.11 are equivalent). Therefore, 
provided that [,n”t, Z, Z*, n -+ U,] is strongly ergodic, the first part 
of the lemma follows from the Proposition. To show the strong 
ergodicity, an approximation technique first used by Araki and Woods 
in [2; Lemma 6.101 will be employed. 
Suppose that for some nonzero ME J&?’ and some 0 : Z* -+ @, 
Li,MU,* = e(n) M for all n E 2”. For p = 1, 2 ,..., set x(p) = 
CC,,, xi, and define an operator M, on & Zi by setting 
(MD.? Y) = Pfx 0 4 PI, Y 0 4 PI> 
for all X, y E & Xi. Notice that for x, y E @& Zi and positive 
integers p and q with p < q, the equality 
holds. As I/ Mp 11 6 11 M 11 for 
xE&@andp = 
all p and as the vectors x @ X(P), 
I,2 ,. . ., are weakly dense in Z ([ 1; Lemma 3. I]), 
MD @ I converges weakly to M as p + co. Now it is easy to verify 
that for each p and n E Z(p), 
and 
where 12 is regarded as an element of Z* by defining n(i) = 0 for 
i > p. Therefore (using Lemma 2) M, is a multiple of the identity. 
Hence M must be a multiple of the identity, and this proves that 
[A, *, z*, n + U,] is strongly ergodic. 
It remains to show that 0? has an outer automorphism. By the 
preceeding, it is enough to construct a unitary operator T on 
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X @ i2(2*) which induces nontrivial automorphisms of both 
C?‘[JZ, X, Z*, n + U,] and { 77, @ L, : n E 2”)“. Let d * be the set of 
all those functions a from { 1, 2,... 1 into d such that u(i) = 0 for all but 
finitely many i, and for each a E d *, set @, = @T=i @$, . Then the 
Qc( , a E d *, form an orthonormal basis in S. For n E Z* and a E d *, 
define functions --n E Z* and --CI E d * by setting (-n)(i) = -n(i) 
and (-a)(i)(k) = u(i)(-k) for all i = 1, 2,... and k E 2. The relations 
T@, @ ~5,~ = di-, @ &, , a E A* and n E Z*, define a self-adjoint 
unitary operator T on 8 @ Z2(2*). It is easy to verify that 
T(U, @L,) T = U-, @L-, for all n E Z*. With qi denoting the 
canonical embedding of J%‘~ into .JZ, a second straightforward 
calculation shows that T(qi(Fc)) @ I) T = $(Fci) 81 for all 
i = 1, 2,... and k E 2. Therefore T has all the required properties, and 
the proof of Lemma 3 is complete. 
THEOREM 1. Every ITPFI which is not of type I contains a simple, 
and hence a singular, maximal Abeliun subalgebra. Moreover, every such 
factor has an outer automorphism. 
Proof. Let g be a nontype I ITPFI. By Lemma 3, it suffices to 
show that it is possible to choose unit vectors xi in Xi such that 99 and 
@z, (09, xi @ &b> are *-isomorphic. As S? is ITPFI, for each 
i = 1, 2,... there is an integer ni > 2, ni-dimensional Hilbert spaces 
2: and Xi with orthonormal basis xiv and yi” , v = l,..., ni , resp., 
and numbers hi,, 1 < v < ni, with h,, >- **. 3 & >, 0 and 
A”, + **. + Avni = 1 such that g s &, (SYi , Q,), where 
i-q = L&q cg c(q), L$ = z hf/XiY $J yi, . 
"=l 
Let Fiy = pr[xJ @ 1 E 9Yi and let 
v = I,..., ni and i = 1, 2,... . Then ([2; Lemma 2.101) & is a unit 
cyclic trace vector for g’z . 
For the time being, fix a positive integer i. For i = 1, 2,..., let gij 
be a factor of type Is acting on a 4-dimensional Hilbert space Sij , 
and let eij E Sii be a unit cyclic trace vector for gii . Then 
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is a hyperfinite factor of type III with a unit cyclic trace vector 
vi = & @ [@j”=, &.] (see [3; Lemma 3.41). Let Qi be a *-isomorphism 
of Vi onto 6Ii . Lemma 1 applied to &Ii, {UC) : n E Z}, and the state 
on ~2’~ induced by Qoi yields mutually orthogonal projections GLi’ in 
JP such that 
(Gu(i)@,,$ @,j) = TZ;‘, v = I,..., nj . 
As Qpi is trace-preserving, the comparison theorem can be used to 
find partial isometries V, in 6P such that 
V”*V, = Di(Fiy @I), VvVv* = Gy(O @I 
(v = I,..., ni). Then V = V, + *** + Vni is a unitary operator in 
6P and 
tWi(Fiv @I) V* = GJi) @I 
(v = I,..., n.J. Hence it can be assumed that 
@.(F. @I) = Gti) @I, z 0” Y v = I,..., nj . 
By a standard argument, the map Cyi --+ @<i(C) Ooi @ &a is well- 
defined on %‘i~i , it can be uniquely extended to a linear isometry & of 
onto 2Pi @ j2(2), and its extension, pi, induces phi . Moreover, 
for some unit vector xi E SF. 
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Using the & , the associativity of the infinite tensor product ([12; 
Theorem VI]), and [5; p. 60, Proposition 21, one obtains 
It follows directly from the definition of the sij and ~~j that 
(see [2; Definition 5.31). As 98’ is a nontype I ITPFI, its asymptotic 
ratio set (see [2; Definition 3.21) must contain 1, and therefore 
([2; Lemmas 2.14, 3.8, and 5.41). This completes the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let CLI be a separable nontype I C*-algebra. Then on 
%, the dual of % provided with the Mackey Bore1 structure, there exists 
positive Bore1 measures p1 , pLz ,... such that 
(i) the pi are supported by pairwise disjoint Bore1 subsets of $8, and 
(ii) the rri = J@ q dpi(q) are mutually equivalent representations 
of 2I. 
Moreover, if 6Y is one of the type III factors considered by Powers in 
[14; Section 41, then the pLi can be chosen so that 
7rj(%)’ s n@l)” z a (6) 
(i = 1, 2,...). 
Proof. Let Q be one of the type III factors mentioned in the 
statement of the theorem. Suppose that 02 acts on a separable Hilbert 
space and that 02 g GY’. First it will be shown that there is a represen- 
tation r of 2l such that z(W)’ = 02. Glimm has proved that there is a 
representation p of Cu on a separable Hilbert space and a projection 
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FE p(2l)” such that Q!’ is *-isomorphic to the weak closure of p(2l), 
[9; pp. 587-5891. Now from [5; pp. 18-201, the weak closure of 
Pm is Mw7F 3 PW” is a factor, and p(W)’ g (p(a)‘), . As p(2l)’ is 
a type 111 factor ([5; p. 108, Corollaire 3]), p(2l)” z (p(‘LI)‘)$. This 
follows, for instance, from Misonou [Ill. The existence of the desired 
representation n is now clear. The argument required to complete 
the proof of the theorem is essentially contained in [7; Corollaire 21. 
For the sake of completeness, we include an outline of it here. 
Since OT is ITPFI, there is a simple maximal Abelian subalgebra .A 
of Q!. Choose mutually orthogonal nonzero projections El , E, ,... in 
A, and let nTTI, nZ ,... be the corresponding subrepresentations of rr. 
The ni are mutually equivalent and satisfy (6). Decomposition with 
respect to JJ?’ gives a standard Bore1 space r, a positive Bore1 measure 
p on r, and a p-measurable field y + n(r) of representations of ‘% 
such that 7~ and Jr0 r(y) &(y) are equivalent. Moreover, the r(y), 
y E r, can be assumed to be mutually inequivalent. Let r, , r, ,... be 
pairwise disjoint Bore1 subsets of r corresponding to E, , E, ,..., and 
let pFLi be the measure on r which agrees with p on ri and is zero on 
r - ri , i = 1, 2 ,... . Since r is Bore1 isomorphic to a Bore1 subset 
of 5X (cf. the proof of [lo; Theorem 10.8]), the proof of Theorem 2 
is complete. 
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